Phyllodes tumors are rare fibroepithelial tumors of the breast. The pathologic grading of phyllodes tumors based on the aspect of the stromal component, is divided into 2 or 3 grades according to the system used. To determine whether genetic markers could be of use for improving the classification of phyllodes tumors and to provide a better knowledge of the genetic alterations in these tumors, we analyzed chromosomal changes detected by comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) in comparison with histological data, in a series of 30 cases. Recurrent chromosome imbalances were observed in 55, 91 and 100% of benign, borderline and malignant phyllodes tumors, respectively. The mean number of chromosome changes was one in benign, six in borderline, and six in malignant phyllodes tumors. Most frequent genetic imbalances were þ 1q (12/30), À13q (7/30), À6q (9/30), þ 5 (9/30) and À10p (8/30). Gains of 1q, present in only one of nine benign tumors, were found in 11/21 (51%) borderline or malignant tumors. Losses of 13q have 13q14.2 as smallest region of overlap, suggesting that the RB1 gene could be the target of deletions. Amplifications of 12q14, involving the MDM2 locus, and of 8p24, involving the MYC gene, were observed in one case each. Borderline and malignant phyllodes tumors could not be differentiated on the basis of their genomic imbalances (presence and number of chromosomal changes, presence of 1q gain and/or 13q loss). Conversely, benign tumors could be significantly differentiated from the group composed of borderline and malignant tumors (Po0.01). This study reveals two distinct patterns of genomic imbalance in phyllodes tumors: benign, with none or a few chromosome changes and malignant, with numerous recurrent chromosomal changes, in particular 1q gain and 13q loss. Helpful additional pathological criteria for differentiating the two genetic groups of phyllodes tumors are the nuclear size and the mitotic rate. Modern Pathology (2007) 20, 435-444.
Phyllodes tumors account for less than 1% of breast tumors. 1 They are fibroepithelial tumors, thought to originate from the terminal ducto-lobular unit and considered as stroma-derived. 2 These biphasic tumors combine a double-layered benign epithelial component (epithelial and myoepithelial cells) and an overgrowing hypercellular mesenchymal component organized into leaf-like structures. Phyllodes tumors usually occur in the middle-aged women and usually behave in a benign fashion; however, recurrences are frequent and some tumors metastasize, always as pure mesenchymal proliferations. Microscopically, the stromal component can be bland resembling that of fibroadenoma, or atypical, resembling that of soft-tissue sarcoma, or it can vary between these extremes, often resembling low-grade sarcoma. This histological variability leads to difficulties in separating phyllodes tumors in prognostically reliable categories, especially on core needle biopsies. At present, several pathological grading systems are used. Some authors separate phyllodes tumors in two subgroups, benign vs malignant, 3, 4 or low vs high-grade, 5 whereas others classify phyllodes tumors in three categories, benign, borderline and malignant, 1, 6, 7 or benign, low-grade malignant and high-grade malignant. 2 Pathological criteria used to classify phyllodes tumors vary among authors. Grading is usually based on a semiquantitative evaluation of the following criteria in the stromal component: nuclear pleomorphism, mitotic rate, overgrowth, cellularity and aspects of tumor margins (infiltrating or pushing). Some authors also consider the presence of necrosis. 6 In addition, the mitotic count cutoff to distinguish benign, borderline and malignant phyllodes tumors, varies according to the authors: less than 2-5 per 10 high-power fields, and more than 3-10.
1,2,5,7 Discrepancies are also reported regarding the evaluation of stromal cellularity and atypias. Heterogeneity of phyllodes tumors between one area to another hampers this grading system. Recently, the 2003 WHO classification of tumors proposed a classification of breast phyllodes tumors in three categories (benign, borderline and malignant), with welldefined criteria. 1 At present, genetic changes that characterize the course of phyllodes tumors are poorly understood. Conventional cytogenetic studies showed variable and complex changes, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] the significance and prognostic relevance of which remains unclear. No chromosomal aberrations specific to phyllodes tumors have been identified so far. Using comparative genomic hybridization (CGH), a technique that allows a genome-wide screening of chromosome imbalances in a single experiment, 15, 16 recurrent gains and losses, þ 1q, À3p, þ 7q, À6q and À3q, were found in phyllodes tumors. 17 Other molecular studies showed that somatic or germinal mutations of TP53 were present in isolated cases of malignant phyllodes tumors. 18, 19 Expression of P53 was associated with histological features of malignancy, but did not predict outcome. 20 The Wnt pathway (bcatenin overexpression) and the IGF pathway could play a role in the development of these neoplasms. 21, 22 Increased expression of KIT has been described in phyllodes tumors, [23] [24] [25] but KIT and PDGFRA activating mutations have not been identified so far. 23, 24 Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) overexpression and amplifications are common in phyllodes tumors. 26 To characterize the genetic changes associated with phyllodes tumors of the breast, we evaluated the genetic imbalances of a series of 30 phyllodes tumors of different histological grades using CGH. Our main objective was to investigate whether the genetic imbalances could help for the evaluation of the malignant potential of these tumors.
Materials and methods

Tumor Samples
Sixty-three frozen phyllodes tumors samples were available at the frozen tissue bank of Institut Curie from 1998 to 2003. A series of 30 tumors diagnosed as primary phyllodes tumors of the breast (30 patients), representing the different pathological grades (our selection does not represent the repartition of phyllodes tumors in the general population) were studied. Tissue was obtained after tumorectomy or mammectomy. The pathological examination on hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained slides, carried out by at least two pathologists (ML AV-S), blindly confirmed the diagnosis and the grade using the criteria defined in the 2003 WHO classification of tumors. 1 We evaluated the following criteria in the stromal component: (1) nuclear pleomorphism, (2) mitotic rate, (3) overgrowth, (4) cellularity (5) aspect of the tumor margins (infiltrating or pushing) and (6) presence of heterologous stromal elements. Stromal overgrowth was defined as an absence of epithelial component in at least one low-power field ( Â 40 magnification). 6 The tumors were divided into benign, borderline and malignant categories. Then, a consistent, precise and quantitative pathologic evaluation was performed using cell digital image analysis (PerfectImage software, ClaraVision, Orsay, France). Stromal overgrowth was evaluated by counting the number of epithelial sections per mm 2 in triplicate (the more important the stromal overgrowth is, lower is the number of epithelial sections counted). The stromal nuclear atypia were evaluated by measuring the mean nuclear surface (in mm 2 ) of 10 nuclei on digitalized histological pictures at high-power field (hpf) of the microscope objective (objective Â 40, representing a total area of 0.035 mm 2 ) in triplicate. The stromal cellularity was evaluated by counting the number of cells on digitalized histological pictures per hpf in triplicate. The mitotic index was evaluated per 10 consecutive neighboring fields of vision (hpf) in the most cellular areas. The microscopic aspect of tumor margins (pushing vs infiltrative) was evaluated.
Tumor Processing
Tumor tissue was frozen in liquid nitrogen immediately after surgery and stored at À801C before DNA extraction. For pathological analysis, tumor samples were fixed in acetic acid, buffered formalin, alcohol (AFA), and processed for paraffin embedding. Four micrometer sections were stained with H&E.
DNA Extraction, CGH and Image Analysis
CGH was performed using a standard protocol, 16 with minor modifications. Briefly, tumoral DNA was SpectrumGreen-labeled using a CGH nick-translation kit (Vysis, Downers Grove, IL, USA), and SpectrumRed-labeled normal male reference DNA (Vysis) was used as control DNA. For each case, 400 ng of tumor DNA, 200 ng of control DNA, and 50 mg of Cot-1 DNA (Roche Diagnostics, Meylan, France) were mixed in 10 ml of hybridization buffer and hybridized for 72 h at 371C to a denatured normal chromosome preparation. CGH pictures from 10 metaphases were captured using an epifluorescence Leica DMRB microscope fitted with a
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Photometrics Quantix CCD camera, and analyzed with Quips software (Vysis). For DNA copy number gains, two levels of imbalances were taken into account. The first level corresponds to a green/red fluorescence ratio in the range 1.2-1.5. The second level, a ratio Z1.5, was considered as high-level amplification. For losses, a single level was taken into account, corresponding to a ratio o0.8.
Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization
Interphase FISH with a 12q14 band-specific digoxigenin-labeled probe encompassing MDM2, SAS, GLI (Cambio, Cambridge, UK), and a SpectrumOrange-labeled MYC probe (Vysis), were performed on formalin-fixed tumor tissue section in cases 8 and 30, respectively. Each 4 mm 2 section was deparaffinized in xylene and rehydrated in a 100-85-70% ethanol series, then washed in phosphatebuffered saline (PBS). After a proteolytic treatment using a pretreatment kit (Vysis) for formalin-fixed samples, the tissue section and probe were codenatured at 951C for 5 min, and hybridized for 15 h at 371C. Slides were washed in 2 Â SSC/0.3% Igepal at 751C, for 5 min, then in PBS/Tween 20 at 201C. For the 12q14 probe, detection was achieved using a rhodamine-coupled anti-digoxigenin antibody (Roche Diagnostics), diluted 1/50. Nuclei were counterstained using a DAPI/antifade solution. Slides were viewed with a double-band DAPI/ rhodamine filter, and images were captured as described for CGH. At least 50 interphase nuclei were analyzed per hybridization.
Statistical Analysis
The qualitative variables are presented in terms of percent and the quantitative in terms of means, standard error, median, minimum and maximum.
Comparisons between pathological and genetic data were performed by using exact Fisher test in the relevant contingency tables in case of qualitative variables, or Kruskal-Wallis test in case of quantitative variables. To evaluate the independent influence of stromal size, mitotic index and stromal cellularity on the group discrimination, a multivariate analysis was performed using a logistic regression. A predictive score was proposed to discriminate the group composed of benign tumors to the one composed of borderline and malignant ones. It was calculated as an addition of the factors selected by the multivariate analysis, respectively multiplied by their regression coefficients. To categorize this score, the mean of the quantitative variable were chosen. This sensibility and specificity were given associated with their respective 95% confidence interval.
Two-sided P-values below 0.05 were considered significant. The analysis was realized using S-Plus 2000 software (MathSoft Inc., Seattle, WA, USA).
Results
Pathologic Features
Phyllodes tumors were classified in a three-tierce system as described above. Among the 30 cases, 9 were classified as benign, 12 as borderline and 9 as malignant phyllodes tumors. The pathologic features are detailed in Table 1 .001) . Microscopically, all nine benign tumors had pushing margins, whereas 6/12 (50%) borderline and 7/9 (78%) malignant tumors had infiltrative margins (P ¼ 0.002). The stromal component represented over 80% of the total cells for each tumor sample, indicating that CGH results reflect genomic balance of the stromal component. The microscopic appearance of one tumor (case 19) is illustrated in Figure 3c .
Clinical Features
Clinical features are summarized in Table 1 High-level gains (fluorescence ratio Z1.5), suggesting the existence of amplifications, were observed in two cases: in bands 7p11 and 12q14 (case 28), and in band 8q24 (case 30) (Figure 2b ). Interphase FISH with specific 12q14 probe encompassing MDM2, SAS and GLI showed clusters of signals in cells of the stromal component only, suggesting the presence of hsr(s) representing 8-10 copies of this band (Figure 3a) . The epithelial component did not show amplification. Amplification of MYC (6 copies), located in 8q24, was also confirmed by FISH in case 30 in the stromal component (Figure 3b) .
When comparing the number of chromosome imbalances to the type of tumors, we observed that there was a significant statistical difference between the three groups. Almost half of benign tumors (44%) did not show any chromosomal changes. In contrast, 91% of borderline (11 cases) and 100% of malignant phyllodes tumors (9 cases) presented chromosomal imbalances (P ¼ 0.045) ( Table 2 ). Benign tumors showed a median of one chromosomal change (range 0-3), mainly loss of a whole chromosome 6, borderline tumors a median of six changes (range: 0-13), and malignant phyllodes tumors, six changes (range: 1-20) (P ¼ 0.003) ( Table 2 ). Borderline and malignant phyllodes tumors could not be differentiated on the basis of the number of chromosomal imbalances (P ¼ 0.83). In contrast, benign tumors could be differentiated from the group composed of borderline and malignant tumors based on the number of chromosomal changes (Po0.01).
Gain of 1q and loss of 13q were among the most common chromosomal changes in phyllodes tumors, present in 40 and 23% of cases, respectively. At least one of these changes was present in 53% of phyllodes tumors. Furthermore, one or more of the four most frequent chromosomal changes were present in 19/21 (90%) of borderline and malignant tumors. We found a significant difference between the three pathological categories in term of presence of 1q gain and/or 13q loss (P ¼ 0.01): 1/9 (11%) benign tumors, 9/12 (75%) borderline tumors and 6/ 9 (66%) malignant phyllodes tumors presented 1q M  23  BL  17  18  22  20  24  BL  18  3  8  1  25  BL  22  14  26  BL  7q11  2  27  BL  5  17  3  28  BL  10  7p11, 12q14  2  29  M  13  9  2  30  M  12  3  20  4  8q24  3 Abbreviations: add imp, number of additional imbalances; amp, amplification; B, benign; BL, borderline; M, malignant. Tumors are ordered in decreasing genomic complexity from top to bottom. Chromosome imbalances are ordered in decreasing order of frequency from left to right. Overrepresented or lost segments are represented with grey boxes. Markers in grey boxes indicate an imbalance of the whole chromosome.
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gain and/or 13q loss. There were no significant differences between borderline and malignant phyllodes tumors. In contrast, there was a significant difference when comparing the benign phyllodes tumors from the group composed of borderline and malignant phyllodes tumors (P ¼ 0.005): 15/21 (71%) borderline and malignant phyllodes tumors and 1/9 (11%) of benign phyllodes tumors presented 1q gain and/or 13q loss. As two group of phyllodes tumors could be identified (the group of benign tumors and the group of borderline/malignant ones) according to the genetic data, we focused our study on the pathological criteria that could help to separate them. Univariate analysis identified two significant pathological criteria, namely, nuclear size and mitotic activity. Other criteria were nonsignificant. Multivariate analysis of CGH criteria (absence or presence of chromosomal changes, number of chromosomal changes, presence of 1q gain and/or 13q loss) showed that only the presence of 1q gain and/or 13q loss had an independent predictive value to separate the two categories (benign vs borderline and malignant). Another multivariate analysis using the pathological criteria significant in univariate analysis and the presence of 1q gain and/or 13q loss, indicated that the presence of 1q gain and/or 13q loss has no independent predictive value. Therefore, only the pathological criteria were taken into account to predict the belonging to one of the two groups (the group of benign tumors and the group of borderline/ malignant ones). The score took into account the pathological criteria that were independent predictive factors in multivariate analysis (namely, mitotic activity and nuclear size, P ¼ 0.04 and Po0.001, respectively). All phyllodes tumors presenting none or a few chromosome changes are characterized by a nuclear size o50 mm 3 and/or a mitotic rate o3/10 HPF and/or a cellularity o100 nuclei/1 HPF. All phyllodes tumors presenting numerous recurrent chromosomal changes were characterized by a nuclear size Z50 mm 3 and/or a mitotic rate Z3/10 HPF and/or a cellularity Z100 nuclei/ 1 HPF. A predictive score was then calculated from the coefficient found by this model multiplied by the pathological criteria (score ¼ 2.90 mitotic index þ 3.5 nuclear size). The mean score was 4.2 (range 0-6.4), with a standard error equal to 2.8. We decided to use a cutoff given a class of score r4 and Z4. A score r4 classifies the tumor as benign and a score Z4 as borderline/malignant. This score has been simplified: a tumor presenting none or only one criteria (nuclear size Z50 mm 3 or a mitotic rate Z3/10 HPF) was classified as benign and a tumor presenting two criteria was classified as borderline/malignant. We found that the sensibility of this score was 81% (58-94%) and its specificity 100% (67-100%). Three cases were misclassified (all of them were initially diagnosed as borderline tumors).
Discussion
The present study represents a genome-wide investigation of the genetic imbalances of a series of 30 phyllodes tumors of the breast, in relation to the pathologic grading. It reveals that 25/30 (83%) of the samples showed chromosomal imbalances. These alterations involved at least one or more often several chromosomal regions. Our results pinpoint several chromosomal regions where gains, losses or amplifications were noted. The most recurrent of The most frequent alteration was gain of 1q, present in 40% of the tumors (12/30) . With the exception of one benign case (Case 14), 1q gain was found only in borderline and malignant categories. Gain of 1q is may be a secondary change providing a selective growth advantage during tumor progression. It generally corresponds to an unbalanced translocation of 1q arm with various partner chromosomes or to an isochromosome 1q, or a 1q duplication. Gain of 1q is one of the commonest changes observed in both pediatric and adult malignant solid tumors. 27 It is present in over 50% of a wide range of malignant human tumors [28] [29] [30] such as breast carcinomas, 28, [31] [32] [33] esophageal squamous cell carcinomas, 34 retinoblastomas, 35 ,36 neuroblastomas 37 and leukemias among others.
Loss of 13q was present in 7 of 30 phyllodes tumors (23%). It was observed only in the borderline (4/12) and malignant (3/9) cases. Loss of 13q has been described in several types of solid tumors, 38 including epithelial, mesenchymal and neuronal neoplasms as well as in hematopoeitic neoplasms. 39 Over 30% of sarcomas, for example, 'so called' malignant histocytofibroma, [40] [41] [42] liposarcomas 41 or leiomyosarcoma 43 present 13q loss. Furthermore, loss of 13q has 13q14.2 as SRO in the 7 tumors, suggesting that a gene localized in these regions could act as a tumor suppressor gene and that its inactivation could be relevant in phyllodes tumors oncogenesis. The RB1 gene localized in this region could be the target of deletions. The putative role of RB1 in phyllodes tumors oncogenesis and/or progression should be evaluated by further studies.
Chromosome gain of 1q and 13q are significantly associated with borderline and malignant tumors. Overall, these results suggest that analyses using pangenomic techniques such as CGH or array-CGH could be helpful in grading phyllodes tumors for which a precise pathological grade is difficult to evaluate solely on H&E slides.
Genomic amplification is clearly associated with tumor progression in human cancer and occurs lately during tumorigenesis. 44 Genomic amplification seems to play a role in phyllodes tumors pathogenesis as MDM2 and MYC were amplified in one phyllode tumor each. MYC is amplified in a broad range of epithelial tumors, among them breast carcinoma. 45 Interestingly, a case of phyllodes tumors with high-level amplification of MYC in the stromal component has also been referred. 24 MDM2, a negative regulator of p53 was amplified in one of our phyllodes tumors cases. MDM2 is found to be frequently amplified in some sarcomas such as osteosarcomas, 46 liposarcomas, 47, 48 'socalled' malignant histocytofibromas, 39, 43 leiomyosarcomas 43 and neuroglial tumors. 49 The fact that in our This study has provided evidence that borderline and malignant phyllodes tumors could not be differentiated on the basis of the presence and of the number of chromosomal imbalances. This suggests that only two types of phyllodes tumors could be distinguished on a genomic basis: benign phyllodes tumors and malignant phyllodes tumors (which includes the borderline and malignant pathologic categories). We showed that a precise pathological evaluation of the two pathological criteria (nuclear size and mitotic index) is a helpful adjunct to differentiate the two genetic groups of phyllodes tumors. Our statistical score presented a large range in the assessment of the sensibility and specificity given the limited number of tumors analyzed. An evaluation of this score in a large number of phyllodes tumors is needed for validation. It would be of interest to perform CGH on an external set of phyllodes tumors to evaluate if the benign and malignant genetic categories correlate with the pathological categories. As follow-up was available for 14 patients only (15-48 months), we could not draw any conclusions regarding recurrence and metastatic rate.
This study further defines the genetic alterations of phyllodes tumors. Our results are in concordance with data from the literature showing alterations in 79% of a series of 18 phyllodes tumors, and demonstrating 1q gain in 38% 17 and 55% of phyllodes tumors. 50 In contrast to our results, Lu et al 17 mainly found 1q gain in benign tumors (6/15 benign phyllodes tumors). This discrepancy highlights the difficulties in grading phyllodes tumors. It is emphasized that in this later report, the grading did not take into account the stromal cellularity and did not quantify precisely the stromal overgrowth or the nuclear size. In summary, when pooling our data with Lu et al, 17 phyllodes tumors are characterized by the following recurrent chromosomal changes: þ 1q (42%), À6q (27%), À13q (20%), À10p (22%), þ 5p (22%).
In conclusion, this study brings new insights in the pattern of genetic alterations that may be associated with the development and progression of phyllodes tumors. It illustrates that combined CGH and FISH analysis is a valuable approach to identify genes associated with the progression of these tumors with complex genomic alterations. The CGH results show that a classification of phyllodes tumors of the breast into two categories, benign and malignant, better reflects the genetic reality. Further studies are required to validate the importance of these genomic alterations. Studies of chromosomal regions highlighted by CGH using array-CGH would be of particular interest in order to identify oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes that could be activated or inactivated in phyllodes tumors.
